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WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS
Apter Industries
McKeesport, PA
Rick Gobel

EMERGENCY
SPILL KIT

$39.95
Kit contains:

RACK PRICES 7/30/18
Brand
BP b*
Citgo b*
Exxon b*
Gulf b*
Shell b*
Sunoco

Reg.
2.2304
2.1403
2.2224
2.1415
2.1513
2.2187

Mid.
2.3764
2.3084
2.3680
2.2880
2.3587

5lb. Lite Dry

Prem.
2.6774
2.5676
2.6569
2.5730
2.6272
2.6344

2 48” socks
8 absorbent pads
2 pair gloves
2 hazardous waste bags

* 10% ethanol

Tax of .760 cents per gallon and .011 cent
indemnification fund & .001 cent Oil Spill Tax are not
included in rack price.
Superfund tax eliminated

PRARA ADVERTISERS
Convenience Store Wholesalers
Turner Dairy………………….…………………….12

Insurance
Bulava & Associates....................................................6

Environmental Service
Flynn Environmental, Inc...........................................3
Groundwater Environmental Service Inc…………...8
Precise Tank Modifications......................................11

Jobbers / Distributors
Bradigan’s..................................................................13
Reed Oil……………………………………………...5
General Contracting
Bolger Brothers, Inc…………………………………9

Full page

$900

1/2 page

$600

1/4 page

$450

1/8 page

$330

Insert (one mailing)

$100
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PRESIDENT’S PAGE
BY: JEFF DECKER
I hope everyone is enjoying their summer so far. Before you know it, it will be
fall and then winter. Please be aware that some schools will be starting back
this month. The traffic has been light due to the lack of school buses and families
on vacation. Remember to obey the traffic laws concerning school buses with their flashing
lights. They are either loading or unloading our children and those precious children are our
future.
If you haven’t received a call from the PRARA office or filled out the PRARA survey (page 7),
please do so. We are updating our records and need an accurate membership list. It only takes a
few minutes with either a phone call to the office or mailing in the survey.
We have several members on the Turners Dairy Rebate and SIR programs. Both of these benefits require a paid membership. If you participate in either or both of these benefits please
make sure your membership dues are paid. We have a few members who are participating in
these programs and their dues are not paid. If the membership dues are not paid, there is possibility you will be terminated from these programs.
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Federal Carbon Tax Bill Formally Introduced In Congress
Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
July 30, 2018

Last week, Rep. Carlos Curbelo (R-FL) formally introduced the “Market Choice Act,” (H.R.
6463) which would replace the federal motor fuels tax with a $23 per ton economy-wide carbon
tax on emissions from oil refineries, gas processing plants and coal mines beginning in 2020.
The bill would direct 70 percent of revenues to the Highway Trust Fund and includes a
border adjustment tax (BAT) meaning fees could be assessed on imported products from countries without a carbon tax and outlines various points of taxation, among other provisions, that
would have far reaching economic impacts across numerous sectors.
Along with other groups, the Americans for Tax Reform have already come out strongly
against the bill. ATR President Grover Norquist stated that the bill would give unfettered power
to the EPA chief to impose carbon taxes.
Furthermore “the bill makes a long list of industries subject to the carbon tax, and then
lets the EPA boss add to that list at will.” Then, “…it encourages states to impose carbon taxes
on top of the federal carbon tax. Americans will end up paying federal and state carbon taxes.”
PMAA has serious concerns with the legislation because the cost will not be readily visible to the public and it would likely put the EPA in charge of who pays into the Highway Trust
Fund.

CCAC WEST HILLS CENTER
1000 MCKEE ROAD
OAKDALE, PA 15071
412-241-2380

Emission Inspection
September 4,6,11,13
October 23,25,30,Nov 1
December 11,13,18,20
State Inspection
August 21,23,28,30
October 8,10,15,17
November 27,29,Dec 4,6
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Infrastructure Draft Bill Released By Outgoing U.S. House Transportation Chair Shuster
Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
July 30, 2018
Last week, outgoing U.S. House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Chairman Bill Shuster (RPA) released draft legislation which calls for phasing in a 15-cent gasoline and 20-cent diesel tax increase over
three years to ensure that the Highway Trust Fund (HTF) stays solvent over the next decade.
After three years, the taxes would be indexed to inflation.
The draft bill would begin taxing infrastructure users that can currently avoid taxation such as a 10 percent user
fee on electric batteries and adult bicycle tires. It would also eliminate full and partial fuel tax exemptions for
public transit and intercity buses.
The draft legislation would also create a voluntary pilot program to test the feasibility of a vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) to replace the federal motor fuels excise tax. Ways to track mileage would possibly include:
phone apps, in-car diagnostic systems, etc.
By having a VMT and/or the provision included in the draft bill that would tax electric vehicles (EVs),
the legislation is a conversion starter to ensure that all highway users pay their fair share.
Currently, EVs are exempted from paying any type of highway tax.
Shuster’s draft also would codify the White House’s “one federal decision” vision for infrastructure projects,
which would streamline the approval process for transportation within a two-year period.
So many transportation projects have come to a halt due to labor intensive environmental analyses
which takes years to complete. Finally, the draft legislation does not include language that would commercialize
rest areas or allow existing highways to be tolled.

Quality GASOLINE and TRANSPORT Service Since 1972

Celebrating 25 Years of Dependable Service to Independent
Gasoline Retailers in Western PA
Great Reputation, Competitive Pricing
Branded/Unbranded Gasoline, E85, Bio Diesel, On Road/Off Road, Kerosene
Contact Ron Rotolo 724-333-5964
Email: ronr@reedoil.com
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Article by Dennis Budzynski
When will the new emission testing equipment be required?
We here at PRARA have been receiving quite a few calls about the newest emission testing
equipment that we have to purchase to remain emission testing stations. We contacted the
PENDOT on Thursday, July 5, 2018 and as of that date there was no set date for the switch
over.
In fact only 1 of the 5 manufactures has been approved; the other 4 are still in BETA testing.
Only after all equipments have been approved, will a date to make the switch be determined.
Some of the questions that we have receiving is about vendors selling/leasing saying get it
now, there may be a shortage of equipment, then the switch occurs. PENDOT has assured us
that there will be ample time for all vendors to make the equipment available before the deadline.
So, DO NOT RUSH, there is NO SHORTAGE of EQUIPMENT, NO DEADLINESS, and
NO START DATES!
We have negotiated discounts with several of the manufactures (not ESP), so we will keep you
up to date.

Consultants / Insurance Brokers

Join the growing number of PRARA members

who insure with Bulava & Associates.
Bulava & Associates values our professional affiliation with the Petroleum Retailers and Auto Repair
Association -- and the opportunity to provide business insurance protection to members like you.
If your business is already insured through our agency, we thank you and pledge to continue working
hard to earn your trust!
If you’re not currently insured with us, why not join the growing number of your PRARA associates
who place their confidence in Bulava & Associates to protect their hard-earned assets?
For more Information, contact us today
www.bulavainsurance.com (724)-836-7610 Fax (724)-836-7626
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We are updating our membership list and need your help! The information provided is for our records only.
We are not sharing your information with anyone else. Our data base has not been updated in awhile, so we are
taking the time to do it now. Please take a few minutes to fill out the form below and mail back to the PRARA
office at 1051 Brinton Road, Suite 304, Pittsburgh, PA. 15221. Or you can call the PRARA office at 412-2412380 or fax to 412-241-2815 and provide the office with the information. The office has been making some
calls to you in regards to updating. If you already updated the information with Clara or Tammy, you do not
have to fill out the form below. Thank you for your co-operation.
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Trump Administration To Release Proposal Rolling Back Obama-era Fuel Efficiency Rules
Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
7-30-2018
The U.S. Department of Transportation and U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency are expected to release a proposal soon that would roll back stringent fuel
economy and emissions standards for automobiles that
were enacted during the Obama Administration.
The EPA’s proposal, called the “Safer and Affordable Fuel Efficient (SAFE) Vehicles Rule,” argues
that less efficient cars are safer for drivers and passengers. The proposal will recommend freezing vehicle
emissions requirements at 2020 levels through 2026.
Regulators have said this proposal could increase U.S. fuel consumption by about 500,000 barrels
of oil per day.
In April, the EPA announced that it would not
be renewing Obama-era Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards for cars and light trucks when
the program is scheduled to end in 2025.
The Obama Administration initially set 50 miles
per gallon (mpg) as an across the board fleet-wide target
by 2025.
However, the target is unlikely to be met because the EPA announced that there will be a reduction
in CAFE standards already in place for 2022 through
2025.
The Trump Administration says the new rules
will cut the prices of new vehicles and could lead to a
total of one million additional new vehicle sales through
2029 versus if the Obama rules remained in place.
Additionally, the Trump Administration is expected to propose revoking California’s ability to set
state vehicle emissions rules and mandate electric vehicles in the next few days.
The proposal comes two months after California
and 17 other states filed a lawsuit against the EPA in the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit over the EPA’s push to ease fuel efficiency standards.
In the lawsuit, the states declared that the EPA
acted “arbitrarily and capriciously” in its consideration
of lowering fuel efficiency standards.
Joining California in the lawsuit were Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island,
Vermont, Washington, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and Virginia, as well as the District
of Columbia.
Last week, California’s top air-quality official,
Mary Nichols, met with EPA’s new Acting Administrator, Andrew Wheeler. The meeting was the first between

the two regulators who disagree over the Trump Administration’s plan to roll back automobile efficiency
regulations.
Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection Secretary Patrick McDonnell, Attorney General Josh Shapiro
and leaders from the health and environmental communities Wednesday expressed their opposition to the
Trump administration’s plan to weaken federal vehicle
efficiency standards.
“If EPA follows through with these planned
changes, it will hurt Pennsylvanians’ lungs and their
wallets,” said Secretary McDonnell. “Pennsylvania has
made great strides in improving our air quality, and
these rules would undercut that progress, as well as
hamstring economic growth in new technologies.”
“Pennsylvanians have a constitutional right to
clean air and pure water,” said Attorney General Josh
Shapiro. “Right now, over 6 million Pennsylvanians are
breathing harmful air. I strongly oppose the Trump administration’s plans to roll back clean car standards,
which are critical to protecting Pennsylvanians’ health.”
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Auto Care Association Applauds Congress for Passing Bipartisan
Vocational Training and Education Bill
Auto Care News 7-26-2018
BETHESDA, Md. – July 26, 2018 – The Auto Care Association applauds Congress for passing H.R. 2353,
the “Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st Century Act.” The bill reauthorizes the “Carl
D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Act” and allocates $1.2 billion in state grants to fund vocational
training at most schooling levels. With strong support from the Trump administration, the association expects
that the president will sign this important legislation.
“Recruiting and training young people to have the skills to work on today’s highly complex, computerdriven vehicles is a major concern of the auto care industry,” said Bill Hanvey, president and CEO, Auto Care
Association. “The future of our industry depends on joint efforts like this one that will help ensure a larger
pool of qualified job candidates. We particularly thank the bi-partisan sponsors of this legislation for their hard
work to get this bill over the finish line, and we look forward to helping our members become a part of this
important initiative.”
Under the legislation, high schools, colleges and training centers may apply for these grants in order to
train teachers or fund specific training programs for students. Previously, these efforts were managed on the
federal level by the Secretary of Education. This bill moves much of the decision-making and implementation
to the local level to ensure that the funds are more effectively used, and that the training meets the needs of
companies that are located near the schools and training centers. A state must track performance around core
indicators, such as graduation rate, and make “meaningful progress” within a two-year period in order to continue to receive federal funding.

Bolger Brothers, Inc
1028 Burns Ave.
Altoona , PA 16601
Phone: 814-944-4059
Fax: 814-944-8766

General Contracting:

C-Store Site work, New construction, Additions

Petroleum Construction:

Complete New Installation, Tank top Upgrades, Dispenser Replacement.
Canopy’s, Underground Tank Installation and Removals.

Sales: With a long list of products to meet your every need.

Gilbarco, Passport, Veeder Root, OPW,

Franklin Fueling, Husky just to name a few.

Service:

Gilbarco, Passport, Veeder Root and Passport

Site Inspections:
For more information or a competitive free quote contact our Pittsburgh Office 724-602-7882
Reggie Barnett
rbarnett@bolgerbrothers.com
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Marketing Must-Dos to Attract & Retain Millennial Shoppers
Convenience Store News
By Chelsea Regan 6-27-2018
NEWARK, N.J. — For convenience stores, it’s past
time to understand what drives the millennial shopper,
as the generation has officially overtaken baby boomers as the largest in the nation.
Convenience Store News Editorial Director
Don Longo and Kimberly Otocki, content marketing
specialist at loyalty provider Paytronix, recently
hosted a webinar titled "How to Target Millennial
Shoppers."
The presentation provided insights on:
 How millennials want to engage with brands,
 What offers and promotions capture their interest,
and
 How to tailor the customer experience to the generation.
As shoppers, millennials are looking for simplicity, personal touch and convenience. According to
Otocki, simplifying marketing should be a priority for
retailers.
MARKETING TO MILLENNIALS
Multi-channel programs that not only have a
loyalty card, but also a mobile app and a website are
ideal, as 43 percent of customers say carrying a card
is their top frustration with loyalty programs. This
particularly holds true for millennials, as Otocki
pointed out that these shoppers are less likely to want
to carry another card in their wallets and prefer to use
their phones.
Going multi-channel, as important as it is, can
only be effective if the loyalty program is easy to understand. As it stands now, only 24 percent of all customers feel they understand their loyalty program.
Retailers must figure out how to simplify their
rewards programs so that customers can and will use
it. This may mean some programs need to be scaled
back. Perhaps, the tier structure needs to be reevaluated. What do people need to do to get to the next
level? Is a points-based program the way to go?
PERSONALIZE IT
Making loyalty-program offers relevant to
shoppers is also key for a marketing strategy aimed at
millennials. Promotions that work well include those
that alert customers that they’ve achieved a new reward, and notifying customers when their rewards are
expiring.
The more you remind millennials with a mes-

sage about a reward, the more likely they will return
to your store and take advantage of it, said Otocki.
Using data to boost customer engagement and
loyalty by providing relevant offers is another mustdo. Otocki pointed to Amazon’s success at knowing
their customers and providing them with content they
want before they start shopping.
Millennials now expect that sort of personalization and attention to their wants and needs. When
are they buying fuel? What products are they buying? How are they bundling their purchases? These
are all questions retailers should have the answers to.
Segmenting customers based on personas is
perhaps the best way to target offers. Otocki detailed three main personas shopping convenience
stores today:
Bubba the Truck Driver
 Blue-collar
 Drives a pickup
 Drives 300 miles per week
 Buys tobacco
 Constantly eating Slim Jims
Susie the Soccer Mom
 Drives a minivan
 Drives 50 miles per week
 Has young kids
 Buys milk and eggs
 Doesn’t smoke
Kristen the Professional
 Buys coffee and yogurt for breakfast
 Drives a Tesla
 Doesn't need gas
Each of these personas should be targeted with
offers for the products they’re most likely to buy —
making it vital to get data on like-minded individuals
(what they’re buying, what’s driving their visits and
their spends, etc.). This also goes for customers segmented by frequency of visits.
Non-targeted offers can lead to negative profitability. Offering free products to all segments is a
strategy of the past; offering different products to different segments is the strategy of the future.
Why else should retailers segment? The first
reason is relevance, which will lead to the second reason, retention. You want your customers to become
lifetime customers, who will in turn raise more loyal
lifetime customers. This will all lead
Con’t. on page 11
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Con’t. from page 10

because they can have everything they need to visit a store
on their phones. More and more c-stores are looking at mobile payments and taking advantage of the trend both at the
pump and in the store.
A major plus for mobile payments is that NFC loyalty gives brands a way to capture information on the loyalty
visit — providing even more data than a loyalty card.
And customers can get new points and offers to redeem, luring them back to the store.
Mobile ordering and delivery is also a big trend with
millennials, with convenience store chains like Sheetz Inc.
and Wawa Inc. already taking advantage. This is an especially good opportunity for those with established made-toorder food programs.
Delivery keeps growing, especially with the likes of
Amazon Prime Now and companies like Walmart following
Amazon’s lead. C-stores are increasingly competing with
quick-service restaurants and will likely need to develop delivery strategies to remain competitive, according to Otocki.
Connected cars are also something c-stores need to
be paying attention to. Shell, for instance, is pushing out
alerts about where the closest gas station is to these techsavvy cars. According to Otocki, brands should be thinking
about how they can interact with these cars — payments at

THE MOBILE ENVIRONMENT
Millennials are attached to their smartphones, which
makes these devices a key part of any marketing strategy for
this generation.
Otocki advises retailers to reach their guests on
the device that matters most to them. On mobile devices,
customers can be reached through SMS, responsive web
pages and emails, social media, geofencing and surveys.
They can also interact with brands through mobile wallets
and online ordering.
Taking a closer look at geofencing, Otocki encouraged brands to use this technology to send out push alerts
telling customers that they’re near a store and should stop in
to redeem an offer. A Paytronix Geofencing Opportunity
Index revealed that 30 percent of those reached spent and
visited. Seventy-five percent of people would like to receive
offers via SMS messages.
Mobile apps are the preferred way to access a program for 18 percent of customers, while 15 percent want to
use a mobile wallet. Only about 4 percent are interested in
interacting with a brand through social.
Mobile payments can help retailers create a frictionless experience for customers and get line speeds down.
Millennials, in particular, are embracing mobile payments

Precise Tank Modification, INC.
Po Box 274. Madison, PA 15663
Donald J. Maughan, President Phone: (724) 446-3516
James R. Preisach, Project Manager Fax: (724) 446-0175

Quality Petroleum Contractors & Distributors
DEP Certified: Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Maryland
Underground & Aboveground Storage Tanks
>Storage System Installations & Removals
>Helium Detection Service
>Site Inspections
>C-Store Installations
>Car Wash Installations
>Design Consultation >Remediation Coordination
>Permitting & Project Management
>Fuel System Electrical Systems
>Site Preparation & Restoration
>Storm Water Management Systems
>Hydrostatic Testing
>Factory Direct Fueling Components & Equipment
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How C-stores Can Ward Off the Infiltration of Dollar Stores

Convenience Store News
BY Renee M. Covino 7-24-2018
NATIONAL REPORT — In the great retail arena,
dollar stores are moving from the background to the
foreground, expanding rapidly and building smaller
-format stores.
Two leading players, Dollar General Corp.,
based in Goodlettsville, Tenn., and Dollar Tree,
based in Chesapeake, Va., continue to blanket
North America, each now operating more than
14,000 stores.
Dollar General cut the ribbon on a new convenience store format, DGX, in downtown Nashville, Tenn. At approximately 3,400 square feet, the
DGX format is said to provide urban shoppers with
a focused selection of consumable items and instant
-consumption options.
Dollar Tree is rolling out a "Snack
Zone" initiative to hundreds more stores after a successful launch in 214 locations. The Snack Zone
encompasses cold beverages, candy, snack cakes
and salty treats, and is designed to provide customers with a compelling assortment of immediateconsumption products at the $1 price point to drive
incremental sales. Dollar Tree plans to add the
Snack Zone to 750 more stores in fiscal 2018.
Savvy convenience store operators are keeping close watch on the dollar channel, especially
now that convenience is a solid factor in their business model.
PROTECTING YOUR TURF
How can c-stores protect their business from the
infiltration of dollar stores?
Dollar stores are poised to have a bright future with respect to today’s up-and-coming generations, analysts and experts predict. The popularity
of dollar stores with millennials, in particular,
should be of concern to the c-store sector, according
to Joseph Bona, president of New York-based Bona
Design Lab.
"The easiest thing to do, with respect to millennials, is to trade in stereotypes. This is where we
get the images of bearded hipsters drinking out of
Mason jars and clamoring for all things 'small
batch,'" he told Convenience Store News. "The
truth, though, is a lot more complicated. Millennials
aren’t at all afraid of being seen in dollar stores,
even though there’s nothing particularly hip about

them."
If you look at the transcripts of earnings
calls from Dollar General, what you find is that
"even affluent millennials are shopping at dollar
stores in droves," Bona continued.
In fact, he cited findings from research firm
The NPD Group that millennials now make up
about 25 percent of the six-figure-income customers
who shop at any of the three biggest dollar store
chains.
As for Generation Z — those born from the
mid-1990s to the early 2000s — "we could see
them reject dollar stores for one reason or another,
but I wouldn’t count on it," said Bona. "It’s part of
the reason that differentiation is so important for cstores, today and in the future."
Top-tier c-stores are moving away from grocery and fill-in missions and toward
"foodvenience."
"That is to say, they are embracing food-onthe-go, served up in appealing store environments," Bona said, highlighting that instead of
mostly selling bread, milk, eggs, cigarettes and lottery, today’s c-stores are offering up the likes of
Korean barbecue, pulled pork paninis, fresh salads,
and caramel mocha coffee with nonfat milk.
Con’t. on page 13
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"The level of sophistication of food at top-tier convenience retailers is remarkable and helping to position these companies as destinations," he added.
Still, c-store operators would be wise to keep watch on how much innovation dollar stores are willing
to undertake as they continue to grow.

"If they push the envelope in the years ahead, there is a risk that we’ll see some erosion
from the traditional key destination categories for the convenience channel," Bona acknowledged.
Retail industry expert Keith Daniels, a partner at corporate restructuring and investment
banking firm Carl Marks Advisors, believes technology can be a key part of the differentiation
equation because right now, dollar stores are lagging in this area.
"With the middle class shrinking and income disparity continuing to grow, dollar stores
remain well positioned for future growth," Daniels told CSNews. "Like other retail shoppers,
the target customer of the dollar store would like to shop online, but often does not have an
Amazon Prime account and are late adopters."
If and when the dollar store customer gravitates to internet/mobile shopping, particularly
as the younger generations that are more tech-savvy age, dollar stores will need to play a quick
catch-up, he said.
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MEMBER TO MEMBER SERVICES
ACCOUNTANTS

J.E. Robinson
Murrysville, PA
412-423-1093
ATM

ATM Cash World
Tom Ranallo
Pittsburgh
800-937-3169
ATTORNEY

Andrew Klaber
Chartwell Law Offices
Sewickley, PA
412-741-0600
CLEANING CHEMICALS

Apter Industries
Rick Gobel-McKeesport, PA
412-672-9628
COMPUTERS

Computer Solutions
Dick Norchi-Allison Park, PA
412-369-8896
CONSULTING

ENVIRONMENTAL TANKS &
UPGRADES

ENVIRONMENTAL TANKS &
UPGRADES

Flynn Environmental, Inc.
Michael Flynn-Pittsburgh, PA
800-690-9409

BJAAM Environmental, Inc.
Beaver, PA
724-544-7486

Groundwater & Environment Svc. Inc.
Jon Agnew
Cranberry Township, PA
800-267-2549 ext. 3636

Precise Tank Modifications Inc.
Donald Maughan
Madison, PA
724-446-3516

Letterle & Associates, LLC
Lou Letterle-Allison Park, PA
412-486-0600

S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220

Shockey Excavating
George Shockey
724-282-3669

Environmental Compliance Svc, Inc.
Brian Pine-Export, PA
888-483-7310

George I. Reitz & Sons
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976
McRo Construction Inc.
Donald Rothey Jr.
Elizabeth, PA
412-384-6051

INSURANCE

Bulava & Associates
Joe Bulava-Greensbug, PA
724-836-7610
Pinnacle Group LLC
Kirk Haldeman- Pittsburgh, PA
412-816-1000

Creek Run LLC
Dean Johnson-Canonsburg, PA
412-419-2981
Enviric, Inc.
Victor Unger-Bairdford, PA
724-265-5100
S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220

We have noticed some of the calls to the PRARA office from
landlines are not making
it to the office. The caller
is being told the phone
number is no longer in
service or being routed to
somewhere else and then
being disconnected. If
this happens, please use a
cell phone to call the
office. The problem isn’t
our line but some of the other landlines trying to reach the
PRARA office. This problem only happened a few times. Sorry
for any inconvenience this may cause.
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MEMBER TO MEMBER SERVICES
PARTS/PETROLEUM EGUIP

George I. Reitz & Sons, Inc.
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976
Bolger Brothers
Reggie Barnett-Altoona, PA
724-602-7882
PARTS CLEANER

Kleen-line
412-466-6277
PETROLEUM

Bolea Oil Products
Robert Bolea-Coraopolis, PA
412-264-1130
Bradigan’s Inc.
Andy Bradigan-Kittanning, PA
724-548-7654
Center Independent
Doug Friend
724-622-4835

PETROLEUM

Kehm Oil Company
George Kehm-Oakdale, PA
412-921-5200
Oil Service, Inc.
Joe Schmidlin-Pittsburgh,PA
412-771-6950
Purvis Brothers Inc.
Mack Purvis-Mars, PA
724-625-1566
PPC Lubricants
Dave Ondik
412-719-0063

SITE INSPECTION &
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Enviric, Inc.
Victor Unger-Bairdford, PA
724-265-5100
George I. Reitz & Sons, Inc.
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976
S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220
TAXES

R&W Oil Products
Richard Smith
McKeesport, PA
412-678-6121

Robinson Young & Associates
412-423-1093

Reed Oil Company
Ron Rotolo-New Castle, PA
800-922-5454

Penn Turf 814-696-7669
Dan’s 724-529-7621
Liberty 888-868-0097

REMODELING

Countywide Petroleum
Kevin Forsythe-Pittsburgh, PA
412-576-2601

McRo Construction Inc.
Donald Rothey Jr.
Elizabeth, PA
412-384-6051

Cross America Partners
Don Meade
412-780-5480

S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-279-3360

Glassmere Fuel Service
Dell Cromie-Tarantum, PA
724-265-4646

USED TIRE PICKUP

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK/
LINE TESTING

Enviric, Inc.
Victor Unger-Bairdford, PA
724-265-5100
George I. Reitz & Sons, Inc.
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976

ATTENTION
PRARA Members
The board minutes will be made available upon the members request.
The board minutes will no longer be published in the monthly newsletter.
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Calendar of Events
US Air Force Day

Aug 1

Coast Guard Birthday

Aug 4

Cupcake Day

Aug 20

Senior Citizens Day

Aug 21

Upcoming Events

Marine Corps Reserve Bday Aug 29
Business Hours:
Monday
8:30-3:30
Tuesday
8:30-3:30
Wednesday 8:30-3:30
Thursday
8:30-3:30
Friday
Closed
Contact:
Phone:
412-241-2380
Fax:
412-241-2815
www.prara.com

Petroleum Retailers & Auto Repair Association
1051 Brinton Road Suite 304
Pittsburgh PA 15221
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